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General Idea
▪ Lightweight STM with threads operating in one of two modes:
▪ 1 master thread

▪ Pessimistic transactions without aborts
▪ Minimal overhead compared to sequential execution

▪ N helper threads
▪ Speculative transactions commit when not in conflict
▪ Contribute progress without impairing on the performance of the master

▪ Compiler generates multiple code paths for each transaction
▪ Single binary can operate in different modes depending on number of cores

TRANSACTION START

READ (addr)
return *addr

START
acquire(cntr)

COMMIT
release(cntr)

WRITE (addr, val)

*addr = val
dirty[hash(addr)] = cntr

START
start = cntr

READ (addr)
dirty[hash(addr)] ≤ start

add(read-set, addr)

abort

return *addr

WRITE (addr, val)
dirty[hash(addr)] ≤ start
put(write-set, addr, val)

abort

COMMIT

COMMIT 1

acquire(cntr)

VALIDATE
abort

COMMIT 2

c = waitForEven(cntr)

VALIDATE

cntr ≤ c+1 ∨
VALIDATE

acquire(cntr)

COMMIT 3

c = waitForEven(cntr)

VALIDATE

tryAcquire
(cntr, c)
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abort
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STM

addr = val

START

READ (addr)
return *addr

WRITE (addr, val)

COMMIT

Pessimistic
code paths

Speculative
code paths

STM algorithm, e.g.,
TinySTM, NOrec, ...

Single core Many coresFew cores

1. Select Code Path
▪ Dynamically select code path at the 

start of a transaction
▪ Helpers can request master privilege
▪ Irrevocable operations
▪ Lack of Progress

2. Lightweight Synchronization
▪ Synchronization based on shared 

counter: odd owned, even otherwise
▪ Updates tracked by dirty array
▪ Reflects last modification time

▪ Helpers buffer updates and must 
validate against updates after start

3. Helper Commit Variants
▪ Differ in order of validation and counter acquisition
1) Validate in isolation
2) Pre-validate
3) Try to acquire validated version

▪ Goal: minimize helper impact on master
▪ Reduce contention on shared counter
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